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Public Comment 
Pennsylvania Redistricting Reform Commission, Harrisburg, June 12, 2019 
Carol Kuniholm, Chair of Fair Districts PA 

For the past three years I’ve traveled around Pennsylvania speaking to citizens about our distorted 
district maps. I’ve talked in Erie about the way that county was divided into two Congressional districts 
and SIX PA House districts, one wandering across four counties. I spoke in Slippery Rock where voters 
stared in outrage at the way their community was bisected by strangely contorted House districts. In 
Lancaster, Shippensburg, Scranton,  Easton, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and dozens more communities, 
I’ve studied maps and listened to voters who know their votes don’t count. I’ve heard the great 
frustration of citizens who believe they’ve been used as pawns in tragically rigged elections,. 

Tom Hofeller, the architect of gerrymandered plans in multiple states spanning several decades, said in 
1991: "Redistricting is a very complex field, but I think it's a field which affects Americans a lot more 
than they understand. I define redistricting as the only legalized form of vote-stealing left in the United 
States today." Speaking to legislators at the National Council of State Legislators in 2000, he said 
“Redistricting is like an election in reverse! It's a great event. Usually the voters get to pick the 
politicians. In redistricting, the politicians get to pick the voters!" 

No other major democracy allows legislators any role in defining their district lines. The Election 
Integrity Project ranks US elections far below other western democracies on this issue of voting district 
boundaries. President Ronald Reagan called gerrymandering “a national scandal,” “the greatest single 
blot on the integrity of our elections.” In 1989, in his farewell speech as president, he urged creation of 
independent citizens commissions to draw district lines. 

Other nations that have struggled with gerrymandered districts have shifted to citizens commissions 
with positive outcomes and restoration of trust. States across the US are doing the same. When bills to 
create citizens commissions come to public referendum, they win by large margins. Polls show 
respondents across the political spectrum believe legislators should not be drawing district lines, with 
large majorities endorsing the idea of citizen commissions. Very very few respondents believe the 
current process is acceptable. 

On his first day in elected office, PA Congressman Brian Fitzpatrick introduced legislation to create an 
independent commission. During his time as national supervisor for the FBI’s Public Corruption Unit 
and as head of the agency's Campaign Finance and Election Crimes Enforcement program, he saw first-
hand the incentives for corruption when elected officials have power to draw their own district maps. 
In public comment he has said that the current process encourages elected officials to act as “kings, 
not representatives,” unaccountable to voters and beyond the reach of rules. According to him, "The 
only way to get back to a true citizen legislature with moderate representation and independent thinkers 
is to draw lines in a fair manner. And the only way to do that is to have an independent citizen commission 
that is nonpartisan." 
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As Chair of Fair Districts PA, I’ve studied reforms in other states, discussed best practices with experts 
from organizations and think tanks, and am convinced that Pennsylvania needs an independent 
citizens commission, selected in a way that removes any opportunity for legislators to control 
outcomes or hand-pick their preferred commissioners. The commission must be constructed in a way 
that balances partisan interests and gives a say to third party and unaffiliated voters. The process must 
be completely transparent, with all information available to the public and strict prohibitions against 
the use of partisan data or preferential treatment for incumbents. 

Public input is an important part in restoring trust in the process and ensuring maps that represent 
communities well. Hundreds of conversations with voters have made clear: voters believe they should 
be able to reach their elected officials offices without traveling through other districts or negotiating 
geographic obstacles. Compactness, as determined by distance to center of the district, should be a 
key component, but with information from voters on specific geography, provided through public 
meetings across the state.  

In the same way, voters have expressed strong belief that their townships, municipalities and counties 
should be respected. Pennsylvania citizens identify strongly with their geographic location, far more 
than may be the case in some other regions, and voters want districts that reflect obvious local 
boundaries. This, again, should be balanced by public input provided online and in public meetings. in 
some places rivers divide areas completely. In others, communities on both sides of a river consider 
themselves one place. The same is true in places like State College, where multiple municipalities are 
considered one geographic entity. 

Of great importance to everyone I’ve talked with, both voters and legislators, is the answer to the 
question “what happens when commissioners can’t agree on a map.” From research of the process in 
other countries and conversation with California Citizens Redistricting Commissioners, I would say that 
the incentive for a citizens commission to agree on fair maps is high, and deadlock extremely unlikely. 
In the unlikely event of deadlock, it is very important that the mapping process stay within the 
commission rather than be handed back to legislators or to a court appointed special master. A public 
elimination vote among commissioners would resolve that concern while keeping the process totally 
transparent and independent of elected official influence. 

Our PA Constitution promises free and equal elections and also guarantees “the people” the right to 
alter and reform our government as we may deem proper. Our state legislature and representative 
governance were once a shining example to other states and nations. Partisan manipulation of maps 
has put far too much power in the hands of too few in a way that has undermined representation, 
diminished accountability and harmed the common good of our commonwealth. An independent 
citizens commission with strong criteria for respect of communities and requirements for public input 
and transparency would be transformative for the health of our state.  
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Chris Satullo, Draw the Lines PA 

My name is Chris Satullo.  For the last two years, I’ve been project director of Draw the Lines 
PA, a nonpartisan, statewide initiative of the Committee of Seventy. 

Our mission is to show that the people of Pennsylvania are ready, willing and able to take on a 
core task of democracy: drawing election maps.   And to prove that, given the chance, they’ll do 
it better than those who have been doing it, the politicians and partisan operatives. 

To that end, we’ve held two public mapping competitions, using District Builder, a data-rich 
online mapping tool designed by Azavea, a Philadelphia software firm. In the last nine months, 
more than 2,600 people have signed onto District Builder to try their hand at drawing a 
congressional map of PA. They’ve worked on more than 5,300 maps, resulting in 659 valid 
contest entries. 

I’m one of two living humans who’s looked at all of those 600-plus maps. (The other is my 
colleague Justin Villere, who spoke at the commission’s Philadelphia hearing.) 

So, with some authority I can tell you this about those maps.  More than 500 of them are, by 
the eye test and by accepted mapping metrics, clearly better than the map produced in 
Harrisburg in 2011.    

The case has been powerfully made: Given the chance, the tools and the data, regular folks 
from around PA (some of them as young as 14) will seize the chance to draw a map. And they’ll 
do it well enough to explode any rhetoric about maps needing to be done by experts and 
insiders.  That claim is just a self-interested canard. 

I want to stress to you today a key point that has emerged from our work with these citizen 
mappers, one too often lost in the clouds of learned discussion about efficiency ratios, wasted 
votes and fairness algorithms. 

Challenged to draw an election map, the bulk of ordinary citizens do the work guided by a sense 
of fairness, geographic common-sense and respect for the stated rules. In other words, the last 
thing they ever would set out to create is a highly partisan gerrymander. 

So much effort in the redistricting debate recently has gone into devising some clear, 
incontrovertible statistical metric to pinpoint when a map goes over the line into excessive 
gerrymandering.  I get why.  Much of this effort is intended to persuade a U.S. Supreme Court 
to do something about a clear and present danger to democracy. 

 But isn’t obvious it that the nation’s high court has failed to articulate a legal standard for 
gerrymandering not because it’s impossible, but instead because it really, really doesn’t want 
to? 
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My point is:  If you have ordinary voters holding the mouse (as they clearly are capable of 
doing) that whole complicated quest for the perfect metric to define excessive gerrymandering 
becomes nearly beside the point, a nice to have, not a must have. 

You see, the maps you would get from any well-formed panel of citizens would not come within 
miles of violating such a metric. 

I want to circle back in a second to what I mean by “well-formed,” but first some data from the 
Draw the Lines mappers that backs up the claim I just made. 

Each DTL mapper is asked to pick one to three goals (from a list of nine) as the priorities for a 
given map.  Taken as a whole, these choices offer a useful peek at what goals would guide the 
mouse were Pennsylvania voters taking on the task for real. 

Toting up the results from both the fall and spring contests, we found that the No. 1 priority of 
both sets of mappers was equal population. In other words, strong fidelity to the constitutional 
principle of “one person, one vote.”  That was picked 489 times. 

Nearly tied for second, with 330 and 329 mentions, were compactness and contiguity.  In other 
words, voters believe Donald Duck should never again kick Goofy, particularly not using so 
slender a thread as the parking lot of Creed’s Steak and Seafood House. 

Competitive elections  came in next at 244.  Communities of interest was the only other goal 
that reached triple digits.   Party advantage – in other words, I want a map that’s good for my 
team – was picked only 40 times.  Incumbent protection, only 5. 

Permit me to comment of two preoccupations of the redistricting reform debate in our state 
that strike me as off the mark, based on the data and the maps emerging from Draw the Lines. 

One, the notion that political or election data should be excluded from map-making strikes me, 
speaking as an individual, as wrong-headed.   For a substantial number of voters, their 
definition of a “fair district” is one that is regularly competitive, where each major party has a 
fair shot at winning each time out.   Without that data, you could draw maps that look compact 
and pleasing, but whose real-world impact would be to lock in lopsided election results. 

Remember, the ultimate point of election maps is to conduct elections. Why would you bar 
yourself from glimpsing how your proposal would affect the real-world outcomes? 

Similarly, some of the steps proposed to scrub a citizens panel of all political experience or 
leanings strike me as excessive, in fact, Rube Goldbergian. 

True, our problem in recent decades has been an excessive desire for partisan advantage, 
carried out with diabolical precision due to sophisticated software powered by Big Data. 
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But the best cure for excess in one direction is not excess in the other. It’s a carefully calibrated 
balance.  Here’s what I mean. 
 
So much of the conversation about reform in our state has been framed as “California or bust.” 
Either we get a fully independent, omnipotent citizens commission – selected through a process 
of huge complexity to root out any taint of political leanings – or we’re doomed. 
 
I don’t believe that.  I know Pennsylvania is not California.  And the differences are why I live 
here, not, God forbid, there.  I’d rather see my state design a process of its own that achieves 
the maximum progress possible within the constitutional and political realities that confront us. 
 
To me, Pennsylvania’s new way of doing maps should have three touchstone principles, 
befitting the birthplace of the Constitution: 
 

1) Trust the people. 
2) Maximize the sunlight. 
3) Give lawmakers their proper say in the outcome. If you observe the first two principles 

well, no great harm will come from this third.   
 
By trust the people, I mean this: You don’t need to overcomplicate the process of picking 
members of a commission or over-specify how they go about their business once picked.  Just 
let the commission members know the broad goals of their work and the legal guardrails that 
have been placed on it.  Let their diversity of backgrounds and viewpoints bump up against 
each other, creating a candid, robust dialogue.  That will suffice to prevent a stampede to a 
partisan result. 
 
In other words, just like James Madison planned it. 
 
Maximize the sunlight.   Create robust and extended public comment periods, both before and 
after the commission produces maps.  Ensure transparency and public availability of the data to 
be used in mapping.  Set up a free, online public tool that citizens can use to submit testimony 
in the form of maps.  Get the hearing process into the 21st century, using social media and texts 
to notify the public of hearings and using apps and video conferencing tools to let them testify 
remotely. 
 
Remember this: Every well-done citizen map submitted becomes part of a guardrail channeling 
the final result in a good direction.  Every citizen mapped formally entered into testimony is a 
piece of evidence that can be used to overturn in court a map that ignores a public consensus. 
 
Finally, principle 3, give politicians their proper say.  And not just  because they’ll never vote for 
a system that aggressively excludes them.   Ultimate constitutional accountability does reside 
with them, though nothing prevents them from delegating the work of drafting to voters. 
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Our problem has been a system where this legislative power was exercised without 
accountability, where only a select few self-interested lawmakers had the real power to draw 
the lines, without input or correction short of a painful, tumultuous legal fight. 

So, yes, give the lawmakers a final say, but only over a menu of choices generated by a citizens 
panel.   Again, guardrails. 

Here’s one way it could work: 

Create a 15-member citizens commission. Select 11 members from a pool of volunteers, with 
some vetting to make sure none are political wolves in sheep’s clothing but avoiding excessive 
restrictions so that no person who’s ever shown an active interest in politics is excluded.   Let 
the caucus leaders get four appointees – just no active office-holders or state or county party 
officials. 

For Congress, the panel would create, debate and approve at least two and no more than four 
proposed maps, each needing to be approved by a supermajority of nine. These would be 
forwarded to the General Assembly, which would have a month to approve one.  It could 
approve one while sending it back to the commission with suggested technical fixes, which the 
commission could accept or reject, piecemeal. 

If the General Assembly couldn’t approve one of the options provided by the commission, the 
commission would determine the map by ranked-choice voting on the options. 

For legislative maps, the commission would operate on an advisory basis to the Legislative 
Reapportionment Commission, submitting options for House and Senate maps.   Perhaps, if the 
LRC rejects or ignores all the suggestions, the LRC could be required to attach a written 
explanation to the map it does approve, explaining why it thinks its version is superior. 

Again, all this would produce a robust evidentiary basis for court appeals of the approved map.  
Again, this prospect would serve as a guardrail reminding the LRC of the risks of producing an 
extreme result, whether tinged deep blue or deep red. 

In conclusion, if followed, these three principles – Trust the People, Maximize Sunlight, Give 
Lawmakers Their Proper Say –would give Pennsylvania far fairer election maps than it has had 
for decades. 

And of these three, I would say that, based on the evidence of Draw the Lines, the most 
revolutionary and clarifying of them all is the first. 

Just trust the people. For a change. They will not let you down. 

Thank you. 
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Common Cause Pennsylvania  
Written Testimony on Redistricting  

Governor’s Redistricting Commission 
June 12, 2019 

To: Chairman David Thornburgh, member of the Governor’s Redistricting Commission, 
Legislative Elected Officials and the citizens of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  

My name is Micah Sims, Executive Director of Common Cause Pennsylvania and I’m honored to 
share this testimony regarding one of the most crucial aspects of a functional, effective and 
reflective democracy – federal, state and local redistricting. 

It is important to establish from the onset of this testimony that Common Cause Pennsylvania 
has been at the forefront for over 30 years to end gerrymandering in the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania. These efforts are best witnessed through our extensive advocacy initiatives, 
proposed legislation, coalition and partnership building and grassroots outreach and education. 
Common Cause has organized, led coalitions and legislative redistricting achievements in states 
such as California, Arizona, and others. We are fully engaged in the legislative efforts in states 
such as Ohio, Virginia and North Carolina. We believe our vast history and experience regarding 
redistricting is beneficial to the current conversation and development of any meaningful 
legislation around redistricting.  

The topic of redistricting is vast and comprehensive, for the sake of this testimony we will limit 
our focus on a few critical concerns and suggested solutions to ending gerrymandering in 
Pennsylvania and across the country. 

 Legislation versus Implementation
It has been noted by several states across the country that implementation of
redistricting reform is more daunting and arduous than passing the legislation. Our
meetings with citizens, elected officials and stakeholders have recently yielded wide
concern about a “rushed product”. Common Cause believes that we cannot sacrifice the
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success of a commission for the sake of just passing a bill or constitutional amendment. 
We must operate in a manner of ensuring the greatest opportunity of success for the 
commission.   

 
 Multiple Avenues of Reform – There are multiple avenues of reform being discussed in 

the redistricting community at this time. There are multi-phase redistricting reform 
efforts, two bills – one commission efforts, and SB22. We believe the best answer is the 
formation of an independent citizens redistricting commission with robust provisions for 
transparency and public input and with clear criteria for map drawing that explicitly 
protects the interests of communities of color and upholds the value of racial equity, 
not a politician-appointed commission in which legislators handpick the commissioners 
who will draw their districts. 
 

 Contextualization of Redistricting   *racial equity*   *inclusion* - While there are 
multiple avenues of reform, racial equity and inclusion must be an integral criterion in 
redistricting efforts. The districts created must provide an equal opportunity to  
participate in the political process and may not dilute or diminish and individual’s ability 
to elect candidates of choice whether alone or in a coalition with others on account of 
that person’s race or membership in a language minority group. Districts should also 
respect that boundaries of communities of interest, including, contiguous populations 
that share common social and economic interest, language, or cultural characteristics. 
Being mindful of these groups during the redistricting process is critical.  

 
 Grassroots, Grasstops, & Diversity – It is imperative for any redistricting effort to have 

buy-in from various grassroots and grasstops communities. It is critical that groups from 
across the commonwealth and across specialties are involved in this process. Engaging 
with the business community, civic engagement groups, and agriculture, faith and labor 
leaders is an essential part in any process moving forward. It is critical for any legislation 
to have success, that a wide and diverse base of support be solicited from these groups. 
These relationships must be cultivated in order to reach a representative base of racial, 
gender and demographic diversity across the commonwealth. Without a diverse base, 
redistricting efforts in Pennsylvania will not be successful or supported.  
 

 Random Selection, Appointments & Commission Success – There are several avenues 
for random selection and appointments in the crafting of a commission. It is our belief 
that random selection is key for a fair and open process, but random selection and 
appointments must work in tandem. Appointments should have clear provisions listed. 
For example, appointments should not be allowed to be bestowed upon family 
members of elected or appointed officials. In addition, racial equity and the protection 
of communities of interest must also be considered in the process.  
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Bipartisan Bills 
Common Cause continues to pursue legislation with bipartisan support. Bills should 
demonstrate the importance of people, not partisan politics. We would encourage the creation 
of a working group of legislators and advocacy leaders to draft legislation that all parties can 
support and advance. 
 
No More Back Rooms 
Common Cause recommends that a bill be created reflecting the values, criteria, transparency 
and engagement regarding redistricting. This type of policy will allow advancement in 
redistricting or drawing of maps regardless of who is doing the drawing. People need to be 
involved. People need to see what is taking place to help rebuild trust in government. 
 
Time Limits Don’t Exist 
Common Cause believes that we must eliminate the illusion of time or deadlines. A bill must be 
passed, a constitutional amendment should be brought before the citizens of Pennsylvania, 
however the issue is it needs to happen and not necessarily it must happen by a certain time. 
We must continue to pursue reform and as the political atmosphere changes within the 
legislature, the advancement of redistricting reform should not cease. Redistricting reform is 
about improving on the ways we draw federal and legislative districts in Pennsylvania. The time 
to do it is now, tomorrow and forever. 
 
 
We thank you for allowing us to submit this testimony. We commit ourselves to be available to 
work with this commission and every member to further advance redistricting reform that 
brings forth elections resulting 
 
 
 
Humbly Submitted, 
 
Micah Sims 
Executive Director 
Common Cause Pennsylvania 
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Public Comments on Redistricting Reform 
June 12, 2019 

Statement by: The Rev. Sandra L. Strauss 
Director of Advocacy & Ecumenical Outreach 

Pennsylvania Council of Churches 
900 S. Arlington Avenue, Suite 211A 

Harrisburg, PA  17109-5024 
(717) 545-4761; Fax (717) 545-4765

s.strauss@pachurches.org

In a resolution dated April 4, 2017, the Pennsylvania Council of Churches’ Board of Directors stated that it 
“supports the creation of an independent citizen redistricting commission.” 

Members of the Christian community represented by the Council typically identify with Jesus’ call to “love our 
neighbors as ourselves” and to care for our most vulnerable neighbors. Therefore, much of the focus of our 
communities of faith has been directed at addressing the needs of our sisters and brothers who may be less 
fortunate and advocacy to protect programs and funding that help to fulfill those needs. This has included 
programs and funding directed at needs like hunger, housing, wages, and education. It has also included protecting 
our environment, prompted by God’s call to care for the creation that God pronounced good. And of course, there 
are other areas that involve how we treat our most vulnerable neighbors as well, including criminal justice and 
immigration. 

So for many years, redistricting remained mostly off the radar for people of faith represented by the Council—as 
did most issues related to voting and elections, despite the efforts of advocates like myself trying to raise the 
profile of these issues and how they affect our ability to influence the many areas that we have recognized as 
important to us. We have long asserted that many elected officials are more interested in preserving their own 
seats or maintaining a partisan majority than in hearing the concerns of their constituents. When partisan 
gerrymandering serves to protect these interests, preserving the incumbency of some officials while effectively 
denying access to challengers, our democracy suffers. 

The rise of Fair Districts PA has helped to elevate the profile of how gerrymandering has distorted how our elected 
officials respond to Pennsylvania voters. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s decision forcing our Congressional 
districts to be redrawn helped to drive that point home when we witnessed a 13-5 advantage by one party shift to 
a 9-9 split according to party—much more in line with the balance of voter registration by party in Pennsylvania. 

We desperately need for a fair process to be put in place for all electoral districts—federal and state level alike. We 
believe this requires a mechanism that removes most of the heavy partisan influence from the way districts are 
drawn. We believe that an independent commission with citizen representation that is not solely dependent on 
partisan choices made by our elected officials will help to make the process fairer and more representative of 
voters in the Commonwealth. However, we also believe that there should be strict guidelines set for both the 
selection of commissioners and how they are to go about their job. This includes criteria that ensure the 
commission is balanced geographically, racially, and by gender, among other things, and that all are capable of 
doing the work and committing the time necessary to do it. It also includes direction concerning how districts are 
to be drawn that meet criteria such as population, contiguity, communities of interest, municipal boundaries, racial 
balance, competitiveness, and other criteria required by Pennsylvania’s Constitution. There must be safeguards in 
place to ensure that independence and impartiality are maintained, and that the process is transparent and 
includes sufficient opportunities for public input. 

Others, of course, can speak more specifically about how fairness criteria can and will affect the process. Our 
concern, as people of faith, is that all Pennsylvanians can have a voice in the political process and not feel 
powerless because of a system that protects incumbents and existing partisan majorities. We believe that an 
independent citizens redistricting commission will provide a much fairer and transparent process that in turn will 
result in a system that is more responsive to the citizens of Pennsylvania. We call upon our current elected officials 
to do the honorable thing and support redistricting reform that produces the kind of result we have described.
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Procedure For Drawing Electoral Districts 
 

(05/10/19 – Roy Minet) 
 

In all cases where a political entity (e.g., a state) is entitled to elect multiple representatives, the 
procedure defined here must be used to draw the electoral district boundaries for such 
representatives.  If the population of the political entity is p and the number of districts to be 
drawn is n, the following (sometimes iterative) procedure is used. 
 
1.  If n is 1, no subdivision is necessary and this is a final district.  If n > 1, then define two new 
numbers i = n/2 rounded up and j = n/2 rounded down.  (Note that i + j always equals n, and if n 
is even, i obviously will equal j.) 
 
2.  Draw the shortest possible (great circle) line dividing the area into two sections so that one 
section has a population equal to p multiplied by i/n, while the population of the other section has 
a population equal to p multiplied by j/n.  If there is more than one equally short line, use the line 
closest to a north-south orientation and if there is still a tie, use the westernmost line.  For 
irregularly shaped political entities, it is possible that a line could exit and then re-enter the 
entity; the length of the line is defined to be the total distance between the two most distant 
points which lie on the boundary of the area being subdivided. 
 
3.  Make a list of just the voting precincts that the great circle line of step 2 traverses. 
 
4.  Any of the traversed precincts on the list which have 75% or more of their area on one side of 
the line are then assigned to the section on that same side of the line. 
 
5.  If any precincts remain on the list, assign the largest to the section which needs the most 
people to hit its population target.  Repeat this step until all precincts have been assigned. 
 
6.  Then draw the final boundary accordingly. 
 
7.  For each of the resulting two sections separately, go back to step 1 using the section’s 
population for p and either i or j (whichever was associated with the section) as n. 
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